HOUSEKEEPING
BROOMS

BRUSHES, PANS AND SHOVELS
Platform Brooms Top
Pure
Gumati!

Banister Brushes

quality pure Gumati bristles.
Gumati is softer and finer than
Bahia Bass. It is very hard wearing
and excellent for sweeping dry
concrete workshop floors or
smooth stage floors. Complete
with handle and stays. A pleasure
to sweep with!

Banister Brushes		
Soft						
Hard						

code price
SAF584 £2.56
SAF595 £2.81

Dustpans

Platform Broom												code			 price
18” wide [457 mm]									
SAF320			 £19.11
24” wide [610 mm]									
SAF321			 £24.59
36” wide [914 mm]									
SAF322			 £38.06

Dustpans					
Metal						
Plastic						
Plastic Dustpan & Brush

Plastic

code
SAF920
SAF851
SAF8611

price
£6.04
£4.07
£5.96

Metal

Yard Broom Not a yard wide,
but a stiff 24” [610 mm] wide
broom for sweeping the yard and
you know it could do with a good
sweep. PVC bristles.

Yard Broom													code			 price
24” wide [610 mm]									
SAF638			 £19.98

Shovel A Spear and Jackson square shovel with a 28” [711 mm] ash
handle and T grip. Type 2029AV.
Shovel													code
list
price
12 1⁄2” x 10” [317 x 254 mm]							 SAF326 £42.59 £21.30

HAND SPRAYERS

Broom Handles Size SAFW611 fits Squeegee Heads [page 340]
and Roller Frames [page 69].
Broom Handles												code			
4ft x 11⁄8” [1,220 mm x 28.5 mm]				 SAF310			
+ 4ft x 15⁄ 16” [1,200 mm x 23 mm]					 SAFW611			
5ft x 11⁄8” [1,525 mm x 28.5 mm]				 SAF311			

price
£2.46
£1.50
£3.04

Broom Clips Give your brooms a home.
It’s poor form to leave a decent broom
standing on its head.
Broom Clip													code			
													
GEN080			

Hozelock

Kingfisher

Hand-held Misters Strong hand
sprayers with a wide range of uses
such as damping down floors prior to
sweeping or applying flame retardant.
We stock the popular and economical
Kingfisher 2 pint version and the extra
robust Hozelock Spraymist.

Hand-held Misters											code			 price
Kingfisher Economy [1.5 L]							 SAFS4000			
£4.49
Hozelock Spraymist Sprayer [1.25 L]				 SAFHOZ4122		 £18.45
See page 74-80 for other Spray Equipment.

MOPS

price
£1.60

Magnetic Sweeper This is

Mops The handle includes the bracket to hold the

a neat wheeled magnetic sweeper
with a telescopic handle capable of
collecting up to 20 lbs of magnetic
items. Ideal for collecting tacks
after stage cloths have been
changed. Use it around the
workshop to recycle or sort out
dropped screws and nails. Run
it over the stage after the fit-up
to ensure nuts, nails, washers,
swarf and filings do not cause
damage to scenery tracks or
equipment such as solenoids as
well as safeguarding against injury
to stage staff, actors’ or dancers’
feet. A great value piece of stage
equipment. We’re really impressed
with this new version.
Magnetic Sweeper											code			 price
													
TOLMS4604		 £29.95

head. There is some debate as to which head to choose.
The twine one is natural and has thinner strands and
the PY one is artificial and has thicker strands. The artificial one is
supposed to be more absorbent but we sell three times as many twine
heads to PY heads.
Mops													code			 price
Aluminium Mop Handle								SAFWT802			
£10.29
Twine Head											SAFWT800			
£3.93
PY Head												SAFWT799			
£4.40

T: 020 7703 9786

Twine head
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Mop handle and PY head

MAGNETIC SWEEPERS

Sponge Mop Mop with extra long 1.27 m handle.
Sponge Mop						 Frame						code			 price
Mop Frame				 320 mm					SAFSPNGFRM1
£26.48
Sponges for Frame								SAFSPONGE2		
£8.95
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DUSTING MOP

Gorilla
Scissor Dusting Mop Ideal for
sweeping stages and large surface areas. Mop
measures 3’ when closed and extends to 6’6”
[914 x 1,981 mm].
Scissor Brush				 code			
price
Complete					 SAF316		 £109.95
Spare head					 SAF5102		 £39.95

SQUEEGEES

Tu b s

These multipurpose
highly flexible tubs
are ideal for mixing
large batches of texture. Available as 35 litre
shallow version shown above or deep versions
to take 42 or 75 litres.
Gorilla Tubs			diameter
35 L shallow 570 mm		
42 L deep		 440 mm		
75 L deep		 580 mm		

height				
code			 price
160 mm				 GORTUB35			
£13.56
330 mm				 GORTUB42			
£9.66
370 mm				 GORTUB75			
£20.50

Wooden Squeegees
Step on it Bucket Great for use with

Useful for laying vinyl floors.
The rubber can also be cut
away so that they can be used
to apply wood grain texture to areas where the small Rubber Rockers
[page 68] would be inappropriate. Supplied without broom handles.
See page 339 for 11⁄8” handles to fit.
Squeegees						width							code			
						 18” [457 mm]					 SAFWT513
						 24” [610 mm]					 SAFWT515

our Mops listed on page 339.
Step on it Bucket		 code			 price
							SAFWT902			
£45.98

Galvanised Mop Bucket I can’t really
think of much to say about this bucket but I’ll
give it a go. This is the epitome of elegant and
stylish galvanised holloware.

price
£4.50
£6.50

BINS AND BUCKETS

Mop Bucket				code			
							SAF331			

Plastic Dustbin Available in black.
Comes with a lid. Ideal for mixing large
quantities of paint or texture. Also make useful
dustbins.
Plastic Dustbin				 code			
90 litre						 SAF860		

price
£11.90

FIRE BUCKETS AND EXTINGUISHERS
Fire Bucket A useful prop as well as a
fire bucket. For Flame Retarding solutions see
page 58.

price
£20.69

Fire Bucket				code			 price
Bucket					
SAF327			 £25.38
Bracket					
SAF328			 £4.78
Lid							SAF329			 £6.63

Galvanised Metal Dustbin Comes
with metal lid. Type 911.
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Galv Metal Dustbin		 code			
price
18”x 24” [457 x 610 mm] SAF911		 £29.20

12” Galvanised Bucket Useful for
warming glue size, use two buckets, put a brick
and some water in the outer one. British Made.
12” Galvanised Bucket code			
								 PBR619		

price
£19.95

PLASTIC TUBING
Clear Tubing For practical uses, such

Builder’s Bucket Black lipped plastic
bucket for general use and paint mixing.
Builder’s Bucket			 code			
								 PBR614L		

price
£2.68

90 L Mortar Tub A large plastic tub for
mixing textures etc.
Mortar Tub					 code			
610 mm Ø					 SAFWT9001
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Fire Extinguishers These allpurpose dry powder domestic and semi-trade
extinguishers will fight most common fires
[Classes A,B,C], which includes wood, paper,
cloth, plastic, flammable liquids, gas and
electrical fires. Both have a six-year warranty.
Suitable for vehicles and boats.
Conformity: BS EN 3:1996.
Fire Extinguishers											code			 price
Kidde Multipurpose 1 kg							 KIDLS1KG			 £22.99
Kidde Multipurpose 2 kg							 KIDKSPD2G		 £37.65

T: 020 7703 9786

price
£22.10

as water levels, preventing rope from chafe,
and proppy uses. Useful to slide over wire
rope prior to splicing to protect items such as
truss [or bikes!] from getting scratched. Not
suitable for suction.
Clear Unreinforced Tubing								code
per m 30 m+
internal Ø		 wall thickness			
3⁄ 16”			
1⁄ 16”									
SAF1080 £0.65 £0.41
1⁄4”			 1⁄ 16”									
SAF1081 £0.75 £0.47
3⁄8”			 1⁄ 16”									
SAF1083 £1.15
£0.75
1⁄2”			 1⁄ 16”									
SAF1084 £1.47 £0.94
3⁄4”			 1⁄8”									
SAF1091 £3.28 £2.18
1”			 1⁄8”									
SAF1093 £4.37 £3.22
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PAPER

Clear Polythene Sheeting [double fold] 4 m wide sheeting
folded twice onto 1 m wide rolls for easy transport. See also Bogus
Paper  .
4
Clear Polythene Sheeting [4 m wide]		length			thk												code				 price
Medium weight																			50 m					60 micron				SAF341 £33.00
Heavyweight																					25 m					120 micron			SAF343 £33.00



Clear Polythene Sheeting [single fold] 4 m wide sheeting
but folded just once onto 2 m rolls. Single fold is better suited for
lining paint floors as the folds can interfere with the final artwork.
See also Bogus Paper .

4
4
4
4

Bogus Paper Bogus paper is a recycled
versatile, multipurpose, economical grey
paper that provides great absorbency. It has
a slightly rough but soft finish. Since it absorbs
so much moisture it is a fantastic product for
covering paint floors prior to laying out cloths.
Avoids water pooling up under gauzes and helps to prevent stains
caused by fireproofing chemicals
Protects your paint floor from textures and stains
Aids drying time of cloths
Lays out flatter than polythene sheeting [see
].
Extra wide size 1,524 mm [60”] and heaviest weight available!


POLYTHENE SHEETING, BAGS AND WRAPPING

Bogus Paper				
length		area 				
code			 price
Full Roll			 515 ft [157 m] 2,575 sq ft [235.5 m2] SAFBOGUS60D £65.00
per cut metre		 1 m		 16.4 sq ft [1.5 m2]
SAFBOGUS60		
£0.59

Clear Polythene Sheeting [4 m]									length			thk												code				 price
Medium weight																			50 m					60 microns			SAF341SF £39.90
Heavyweight																					25 m					120 microns		SAF343SF £39.90

Single Corrugated Paper and
Brown Paper For wrapping and protecting
parcels. For Parcel Tape and Tape Dispensers
see page 253.

Black Polythene Sheeting [double fold] Tough 4 m wide
sheeting. 120 micron thick.

Paper Wrapping						 area				code			 price
Single Corrugated Paper [650 mm x 75 m]			 SAF360
£21.95
Brown Paper					 [900 mm x 225 m] PAT694
£39.50

Black Polythene Sheeting [4 m]								length			thk												code				 price
Heavyweight																					50 m					120 microns		SAF346 			£45.00

Blue Roll Endlessly useful strong cleaning
wipes for drying your hands, moping up spills,
cleaning tab tracks, cleaning off grease
etc. Never start a job without one. See also
Amberclens Anti-Static Cleaner [page 342].

Strong Clear Polythene Bag Ideal for storage of delicate
props, costumes and wigs. The contents can be seen without disturbing
the bag.
Clear Polythene Bag																																														code				 price
6 ft x 3 ft [1,828 x 914 mm]																																SAF347				 £1.74

Dustbin Bags Heavy-duty. Comes in a box of 200.

price
£9.33

LUBRICANTS
WD40 and 3-in-1 We need not describe
3-in-1 or WD40 which are universally known. So
we won’t. See also non-sticky Boeshield [page
343] and OneDrop™ Ball Bearing Conditioner
available on our website.

Rubble Bag For rubble! Very heavy duty.
Rubble Bag																			size [WxH]									thk												code				 price
Very heavy-duty							510 x 770 mm						25 microns			SAF345				 £0.79

WD40 and 3-in-1						size					
code			
3-in-1 Oil						200 ml				
SAF501			
WD40 Spray					 200 ml				SAFWD44102		
WD40 Spray					 400 ml				SAFWD44104		

price
£3.90
£3.86
£5.84
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Dustbin Bags																		quantity																										 code				 price
Heavy-duty												box of 200																									SAF350				£29.99

Blue Roll				qty								code			
Blue Roll 			 [400 paper wipes 380 x 205 mm]		 SAF582103			
For White Rags see page 72.

Amberglide PTFE Spray This
Bubble Wrap To protect your scenery and props during tours and
storage. See page 253 for Parcel Tape and Guns.
Bubble Wrap																			size																																code				 price
Small Bubble										750 mm x 100 m																		SAF352 £24.63
Large Bubble										750 mm x 45 m																			SAF353			 £25.59

For delicate scenery and props
try Hessian Bags [page 82].
T: 020 7703 9786

Sorts out
sticky tracks!

PTFE lubricant is a multipurpose high quality
lubricant enriched with PTFE for enhanced
durability in high wear applications. It cleans,
waterproofs and reduces friction. Particularly
suitable for tab tracks. I have seen really
troublesome tracks converted to smooth
running ones with just one quick spray!

Amberglide							size					
code			
							400 ml				
SAF516			

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY

price
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McLube™ Dry Lubricant This easy to apply,

Graffiti Go Removes all types of graffiti using Home

fast drying lubricant instantly bonds to clean, dry
surfaces, repelling dirt, and significantly reducing
friction. High Performance Dry Lubricant lasts
significantly longer than Teflon® additives, oil- or waxbased lubricants and it is environmentally friendly, with
no chlorofluorocarbons [CFCs], petroleum, or poisonemitting toxins. Use on curtain tracks, sliding traps,
sliding doors, cloths and anywhere friction is a problem. 4 Can be
used directly onto cloth with virtually no marking 4 No sticky grease
or dirty oil 4 Solves many friction problems making your show more
reliable, slicker and faster!

Strip’s water-based technology. Available in 500 ml
trigger spray and a 5 litre refill.

McLube Dry Lubricant					size				code			 price
								300 ml			HARML08			 £15.84

CLEANERS
Amberclens Anti-Static Foaming
Cleaner For use on plastics, metals, painted and
glazed surfaces. It removes tough stains such as grease,
grime, dirt, and nicotine. The anti-static formulation
reduces the attraction of airborne dust. Spray on and
wipe off. A can of this plus a Blue Roll [page 341] will
solve most cleaning problems.
Anti-static Foaming Cleaner			size				code			 price
								400 ml			SAF357			
£5.11

IPA Solvent Isopropyl Alcohol [IPA] is universally
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accepted as a “safe” solvent for cleaning electrical
components such as video heads. It will form an
azeotrope — a mixture of water and IPA which
evaporates quicker than water. Excellent for cleaning
prior to painting as the IPA evaporates quickly [unlike
white spirit]. Conformity: BS1595 DIN 53245.
IPA Solvent 								size				code			 price
								400 ml			PAT538			 £8.00

Label Remover Removes old glue residues left
from labels and tapes. The controlled evaporation time
allows the solvent to penetrate.
Label Remover					code			 price
					200 ml			SAF356			 £6.57
Awlgrip T0340 Cleaner/Degreaser
A highly effective cleaner/degreaser for use prior
to sanding and painting. It dries more slowly than
Isopropyl Alcohol allowing it to loosen stubborn grease.
Work on a small area, wetting it with a cloth soaked
in the cleaner. Use a second clean rag to wipe clean.
Repeat as necessary. For professional use only. For White Rags see
page 72. For Blue Roll see page 341.
Awlgrip T0340							size				code			 price
								946 ml			PATT0340			
£17.58

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY CLEANERS
Home Strip Cleaner/Degreaser
A water-based product with many applications in
manufacturing, engineering etc. Suitable for ALL
metals, grp, wood etc. Apply by brush or spray. Contains
no chlorinated solvents. Available in 500 ml trigger
spray and a 5 litre refill.
Degreaser 							size				code			 price
Trigger Spray						500 ml			PATSCD			 £8.25
Refill								
5 L				
PATSCD5			 £57.50
342
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Graffiti Go		size				code			 price
Trigger Spray 500ml				 PATGG			 £8.50
Refill			5 L				PATGGR			 £59.50

WIPES, HAND CLEANERS AND BARRIER CREAM
Tough Wipes Super high absorbency hand wipes
over-layered with an effective polymer web to give all
the cleaning power of pumice without the scratching.
4 Cleaner and towel together in one convenient wipe
Centre pull
4 Leaves hands deep clean 4 Hands dry without
tag with
stickiness normally associated with waterless cleaners
30 wipes
4 No contamination from heavy perfumes 4 Highly effective
on a range of soiling types such as: grease, oils, petrochemicals, paints,
adhesives, tar, bitumen, resins, silicone 4 Contains skin conditioner
to replace natural oils removed in cleaning 4 Contains a bactericide
effective against leptospira [Weil’s Disease].
Tough Wipes													code			 price
Resealable pouch with 30 wipes					 SAF405			 £4.99

Deb Barrier Cream Protective pre-work cream
for both wet and dry work. This cream rubs into the skin
forming a protective barrier which protects the skin
against contaminants.
Barrier Cream					code			 price
					100 ml				SAF548314			
£3.10

Swarfega Orange Hand Cleaner is an
advanced formulation hand cleaner with polygrains.
Its natural citrus oil removes oil, grease and general
soilings quickly and efficiently. Contains moisturiser to
help care for the skin. Good value for a large 4 L hand
pump dispenser.
Swarfega Orange				code			 price
					4 L				SAFSWASOR4LMP £24.87

Swarfega Natural Power Pump Hand
Cleaner Powerful, fast acting hand cleanser which
combines natural citrus oil extract and cornmeal hand
scrub for a deep down clean. Removes ingrained oil
and grease, and some paints and adhesives. 4 Deep
cleaning action 4 Contains moisturiser 4 Citrus
fragrance 4 Keep some in your tool box
Swarfega Natural				code			 price
					450 ml			SAFN450PP		
£5.51

Home Strip Hand Cleaner A water-based
hand cleaner that really works. Made with an innovative
formulation that is highly effective in removing all types
of paint, stains, inks, oil and grime from your hands
— safely. Easy to use straight from the pump action
container, squirt directly onto your hands and work in
well. Rinse under tap water and dry thoroughly. Your
hands will be clean and your skin left soft. 4 Removes
paint, stains, ink, oil and grime 4 No abrasives 4
Safer but
Effective and pleasant to use 4 Tough not toxic 4 Safe
still really
on skin for repeated use 4 Solvent free 4 water-based
effective
4 Safe to use all day
Home Strip Hand Cleaner				 size				 code			 price
								500 ml			SAFHXC0050		
£6.75
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SCUFF AND TAPE RESIDUE REMOVAL

CORROSION PREVENTERS

Wipeout Plus Improved grime removing
formula in a convenient pump spray bottle. Stagestep
introduces a reformulated Wipeout that is ecofriendly and easy to use. Ideal for the removal of dye
and scuff marks, the improved formula penetrates,
loosens, breaks down and dissolves many unwanted
stains. Wipeout works on all vinyl and non-porous
surfaces. Not effective on aluminium compound tap
residue. 200 ml pump spray bottle.

Wipeout Plus													code			 price
200 ml pump spray bottle							 SAFWP			 £33.86
See also Label Remover [page 342]
and Tap Shield [page 127].


FLOOR MAINTENANCE
Sprint Hard Surface Cleaner Great
value for a professionally formulated multipurpose
cleaner. For light cleaning the 5 L flagon can be
diluted up to 100 times. Use on unpolished floors,
walls, laminates and all other hard washable
surfaces. Worked really well on the lino at Arthur
Beale.
Sprint Hard Surface Cleaner						 code			
							5 L					
SAFSHSC			

price
£16.12

Proclean Super concentrated industrial
strength floor cleaner that will not harm your floor
or floor finish. 3 ounces cleans 1,000 square feet!
[85 ml for 92 m2] Use on a regular basis, at least
once a week, to keep your floor looking clean and
hygienic. One 3.79 L pot will clean a 1,000 sq. ft.
floor for a year.

Lanoguard Anhydrous lanolin
combined with non-toxic corrosion
inhibitors to provide long-term
protection for rigging screws,
shackles and sheep etc. Helps to
prevent the cold welding sometimes associated with
stainless steel threads. Also widely used to prevent
weed growth on propellors. Dip wood screws into
the pot before use and it will prevent nasty water
stains and aid their removal. Available as a tub of
thick butter-like lanolin or as a thinner concoction in a trigger spray.
Lanoguard							size					
code			
Prop-tection & Lube		 250 ml pot			 PATLAN250		
Marine & Chassis Spray
500 ml bottle		 PATLANS			

price
£13.42
£19.17

Boeshield T-9 Our customers suggested
we stock this product. Developed by the Boeing
Company, and originally intended for use on metals
under threat from rust and corrosion, Boeshield
can be used on paint, plastic, rubber, fibreglass
or vinyl. It penetrates crevices deeply, displaces
moisture, dissolves minor corrosion and leaves a
clean, waxy coating with long-lasting durability. For
backstage use, it provides a waterproof film which
is non-sticky, doesn’t leave an oily residue and is non-conductive so is
handy to use around lighting and electrics. Also suitable for outdoor
events such as festivals, concerts or open air performances where you
want to protect your rigging and tools from the inevitable rain. You can
rinse off sand, dust and mud with water leaving the Boeshield coating
intact. 340 g aerosol can.
Boeshield T-9						size					
code			
							340 g				
SAFDK7130		

price
£18.71

FLAMMABLE STORAGE CABINETS
Proclean						size					
code			 price
							3.79L				
SAFPC			 £29.00

Rosco Heavy-Duty Floor Cleaner

Heavy-Duty Floor Cleaner size					 code			 price
							1 L					
ROS1120034 		
£15.00
							3.79L				
ROS1120128		 £42.25

Rosco All Purpose Floor Cleaner
Designed for the routine, regular cleaning of all
Rosco Floors.

All Purpose Floor Cleaner size					 code			 price
1 L							1 L					
ROS1160034		 £20.00
							3.79 L				
ROS1160128		 £52.50
T: 020 7703 9786

of welded construction using 0.9 mm thick
steel powder coated in high visibility yellow.
They have the appropriate warning label
attached. The handle is strong and chromeplated. The cabinets come with adjustable
perforated spillage trays and a lift-out sump
in the base. Perfect to store your Methylated
and White Spirit [page 53].
Large Size 1,830 x 915 x 459 mm [HxWxD] supplied with
three spillage trays and one base sump.
Small Size 712 x 915 x 459 mm [HxWxD] supplied with
one spillage tray and one base sump.
NB: 15 days lead time for delivery. Check
flammable storage cabinets carefully
before accepting delivery. If you don’t
and there is damage our supplier will not
replace it free of charge.
Flammable Storage Cabinets								code			Tradeline
price
Large												SAF88F894		 £399.95
Small												SAF88F794		 £299.95
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For stripping and deep cleaning Rosco Floors.

Double Door Flammable
Storage Cabinets These cabinets are

Flammable or inflammable?
They mean exactly the same thing. The “in” is from Latin like enflamed.
Please don’t think inflammable stuff won’t burn — it will!
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